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A PLECTIC TANIYAMA GROUP
CHRIS BLAKE
Abstract. We revisit Langlands’ construction of the Taniyama group to define a plectic Taniyama group
for any totally real field F . The construction is functorial in F and recovers Langlands’ original Taniyama
group when F = Q. We relate our construction to Nekova´rˇ’s ‘hidden symmetries’ in classical CM theory,
generalising the relationship between the Taniyama group and Tate’s half-transfer maps.
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1. Introduction
This article deals with new aspects of the theory of complex multiplication. In its most general form,
the ‘main theorem of complex multiplication’ [1] can be expressed as an equality between two affine group
schemes over Q (together with some additional data) - Deligne’s motivic Galois group for the Tannakian
category of potentially abelian motives over Q on the one hand and the Taniyama group constructed by
Langlands [3] on the other. Recently Nekova´rˇ and Scholl [7] have initiated the study of extra ‘plectic’
symmetries which they conjecture should act on the cohomology of certain Shimura varieties. The main
purpose of this article is to generalise Langlands’ construction of the Taniyama group to the plectic setting.
Throughout we let Q denote the algebraic closure of Q in C and c ∈ ΓQ = Gal(Q/Q) denote the image of
complex conjugation. The Taniyama group consists of an extension
1→ S → T → ΓQ → 1
of the absolute Galois group ΓQ by the Serre group S, together with a continuous finite-adelic splitting
s : ΓQ → T (AQ,f ). Here S is a certain explicit pro-algebraic torus over Q and ΓQ is viewed as a profinite
constant group scheme over Q. In what follows let F ⊂ Q be a fixed totally real field and ΣF = HomQ(F,Q)
denote the set of all embeddings of F into Q. In this article we ape Langlands’ construction and define an
extension of the form
1→ SF → TF → AutF (F ⊗Q Q)→ 1
together with a continuous finite-adelic splitting sF : AutF (F ⊗Q Q)→ TF (AQ,f ). Here:
(1) The profinite group AutF (F ⊗Q Q) is the F -plectic Galois group introduced by Nekova´rˇ and Scholl.
There is a canonical isomorphism between AutF (F ⊗Q Q) and the ‘plectic group’
ΓQ#ΓF ..= {α : ΓQ
∼
−→ ΓQ such that for all g ∈ ΓQ, h ∈ ΓF we have α(gh) = α(g)h}
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consisting of all the automorphisms of ΓQ as a right ΓF -set. The natural inclusion ΓQ →֒ AutF (F ⊗Q
Q) corresponds under this isomorphism to the inclusion ΓQ →֒ ΓQ#ΓF given by the left regular
action.
(2) The pro-algebraic torus SF is just the product group S
ΣF . This plays the role of S in the theory of
F -plectic Hodge structures1.
Thanks to (1) and (2), we call our extension the F -plectic Taniyama group. The construction is functorial
in F and when F = Q we recover Langlands’ original Taniyama group.
The classical theory. In order to explain our results in more detail we need to recall some more of the
classical picture. This theory is explained very clearly, and in more detail, in the survey articles [2], [4] and
[8]. For any CM number field K ⊂ Q and CM type Φ ⊂ ΣK = HomQ(K,Q), Tate wrote down half-transfer
map FΦ : ΓQ → Γ
ab
K which is now known to describe the action of ΓQ on the torsion points of a CM abelian
variety of type Φ. This is defined by first taking a set of coset representatives wρ for ΓK ⊂ ΓQ such that
wcρ = cwρ for all ρ ∈ ΣK and mapping g ∈ ΓQ to the element
FΦ(g) =
∏
ρ∈Φ
w−1gρ gwρ mod ΓKab
of ΓabK , which is independent of the choice of coset representatives. There is a natural way to lift FΦ through
the the Artin reciprocity map to a map fΦ : ΓQ → A
×
K,f/K
× called the associated Taniyama element. This
is determined by requiring that for any g ∈ ΓQ we have fΦ(g)
1+c = χ(g)K× where χ : ΓQ → Ẑ
× denotes the
cyclotomic character.
As we now explain, Langlands’ Taniyama group is built from a universal version of these Taniyama
elements. To understand this, we need to review a few more of the details of Langlands’ construction.
First, for any CM number field E ⊂ Q the level E Serre group is the quotient of the Q-rational torus
TE = ResE/QGm with character group
X∗(SE) = {
∑
σ
nσ[σ] : there is some w ∈ Z such that nσ + ncσ = w for all σ ∈ HomQ(E,Q) }
The identity embedding E ⊂ Q gives rise to a canonical cocharacter µE of the torus TE and its quotient S
E .
The full Serre group S featuring in Langlands’ Taniyama group is then the projective limit S = lim
←−E
SE
over all CM fields E ⊂ Q with respect to the algebraic norm maps. The Taniyama group is itself built from
extensions of the form
1→ SE → T E → ΓEab/Q → 1
together with continuous finite-adelic splittings sE : ΓEab/Q → T
E(AQ,f ), where here E ⊂ Q is a CM number
field which is Galois over Q. At this finite level, such extensions are easily classified. Any such extension
gives rise to and is completely determined by a map
b
E
: ΓEab/Q → S
E(AE,f )/S
E(E)
and it is known precisely which such maps arise in this way (see [5] Proposition 2.7).
The data of Langlands’ level E Taniyama extension is equivalent to the data of a certain explicit map
fE : ΓEab/Q → S
E(AE,f )/S
E(E) called the universal Taniyama element. Unsurprisingly, to define this map
we need to make similar choices as we did for Tate’s half-transfer maps. Let WE/Q,f denote the finite-adelic
1For a totally real field F , an F -plectic R-Hodge structure (see [7], §16) is a finite-dimensional real vector space V together
with a decomposition of the C-vector space VC = V ⊗R C of the form
VC =
⊕
p,q∈ZΣF
V p,q
such that V p,q = V q,p.
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version of the Weil group of the extension E/Q, which sits in a diagram
1 −−−−→ A×E,f/E
× −−−−→ WE/Q,f −−−−→ ΓE/Q −−−−→ 1
artE
y ϕfy id y
1 −−−−→ ΓabE −−−−→ ΓEab/Q −−−−→ ΓE/Q −−−−→ 1
and pick a lift c˜ ∈ WE/Q,f of complex conjugation and a set {wσ} of coset representatives for A
×
E,f/E
× ⊂
WE/Q,f such thatwcσ = c˜wσ for all σ ∈ ΓE/Q. The universal Taniyama element f
E : ΓEab/Q → S
E(AE,f )/S
E(E)
is defined by
fE(g) =
∏
σ∈ΓE/Q
(σ−1µE)(w−1gσ g˜wσ) ∈ S
E(AE,f )/S
E(E)
where µE ∈ HomE(Gm/E ,S
E
/E) denotes the canonical cocharacter of S
E and g˜ ∈ WE/Q,f denotes any lift of
g ∈ ΓEab/Q. Said differently, if we define hσ(g˜) = w
−1
gσ g˜wσ ∈ A
×
E,f/E
× and decompose
TE(AE,f )/TE(E) = (E ⊗Q AE,f)
×/ (E ⊗Q E)
× ∼−→
∏
σ
A×E,f/E
×
with σ ∈ ΓE/Q then f
E(g) is nothing more than the image of the element
hE(g˜) ..= (hσ−1(g˜))σ ∈
∏
σ
A×E,f/E
×
under the quotient mapping TE ։ S
E . The element fE(g) is well-defined independent of the choice of lift
g˜ or the choices of c˜ and wσ. With our choices of normalisations (we normalise the Artin reciprocity map
by insisting that local uniformisers get mapped to geometric Frobenius elements), the level E Taniyama
extension is defined by the map b
E
(g) = fE(g−1)−1.
The precise link between the universal Taniyama element and Tate’s half-transfer maps is given by the
Hodge theory of CM abelian varieties. TakeK ⊂ Q a CM field and Φ a CM type forK. Let TK = ResK/QGm
and µΦ denote the cocharacter
µΦ =
∑
φ∈Φ
[φ] ∈ X∗(TK)
which we can think of as defining the Hodge filtration on a CM abelian variety of type (K,Φ). Let E ⊂ Q be
a CM number field which is Galois over Q and contains the reflex field of (K,Φ). Then since µΦ is defined
over E and has weight µ
−(1+c)
Φ defined over Q, there is a unique representation
ρΦ : S
E → TK = ResK/QGm
taking the canonical cocharacter µE of SE to µΦ. This representation is nothing more than the reflex norm
of classical CM theory. The map fE really is then a ‘universal Taniyama element’ in the sense that whenever
(K,Φ) is a CM type with reflex field contained in E we have
ρΦ(f
E(g)) = fΦ(g) ∈ AK,f/K
× ⊂ TK(AE,f )/TK(E)
for all g in ΓQ. In the case when E actually contains K we can identify ΣK with HomQ(K,E) and decompose
TK(AE,f )/TK(E) = (K ⊗Q AE,f )
×/(K ⊗Q E)
× ∼−→
∏
ρ∈ΣK
A×E,f/E
×
The above assertion is equivalent to saying that for any ρ : K →֒ E the ρ component of ρΦ(f
E(g)) ∈
TK(AE,f)/TK(E) is equal to the image of fΦ(g) ∈ A
×
K,f/K
× under the map A×K,f/K
× → A×E,f/E
× induced
by ρ.
This article. From now on we fix a totally real number field F ⊂ Q and let ΣF = HomQ(F,Q). In what
follows we recover the classical theory when we take F to be Q. Our construction of the F -plectic Taniyama
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group is inspired by Nekova´rˇ’s paper [6]2, where it is shown that if K ⊂ Q is any CM field with totally real
subfield F then Tate’s half-transfer map attached to a CM type Φ of K canonically extends to a map
F˜Φ : AutF (F ⊗Q Q)→ Γ
ab
K
This can now be viewed as evidence for the full plectic conjecture of Nekova´rˇ and Scholl. The first main
contribution of this article is to reinterpret Nekova´rˇ’s half-transfer maps along the lines of Tate’s original
definition.
Theorem 1.1. Let wρ be a set of coset representatives for ΓK ⊂ ΓQ such that wcρ = cwρ for all ρ ∈ ΣK .
Then Nekova´rˇ’s half-transfer map F˜Φ sends any g ∈ AutF (F ⊗Q Q) to the element
F˜Φ(g) =
∏
φ∈Φ
w−1αgραg(wρ) mod ΓKab
of ΓabK where αg ∈ ΓQ#ΓF ⊂ ΓQ#ΓK is to the image of g under the canonical isomorphism AutF (F⊗QQ)
∼
−→
ΓQ#ΓF .
In the remainder of this paper we take Theorem 1.1 as our starting point and revisit Langlands’ original
definition to construct an F -plectic Taniyama group for any totally real number field F . This takes the form
of an extension
1→ SF → TF → Aut(F ⊗Q Q)→ 1
of the F -plectic absolute Galois group Aut(F ⊗Q Q) by the F -plectic Serre group SF , together with a
continuous finite-adelic splitting sF : Aut(F ⊗Q Q)→ TF (AQ,f ). Here SF denotes the F -plectic Serre group
SΣF , which plays the role of S in the theory of F -plectic Hodge structures. The group TF is built from
extensions of the form
1→ SEF → T
E
F → AutF (F ⊗Q E
ab)→ 1
together with continuous finite-adelic splittings sEF : AutF (F ⊗Q E
ab) → T EF (AQ,f ). Here E ⊂ Q is a CM
field containing F and Galois over Q, while SEF denotes the torus (S
E)ΣF . Any such extension gives rise to
and is completely determined by a map
b
E
F : AutF (F ⊗Q E
ab)→ SEF (AE,f )/S
E
F (E)
and it is possible (see Proposition 6.1 for a precise statement) to write down certain conditions which, when
satisfied, guarantee that such a map does indeed come from an extension of the above form.
For E as above let WE/Q,f denote the finite-adelic version of the Weil group of the extension E/Q. As
with Langlands’ construction, we pick a lift c˜ ∈ WE/Q,f of complex conjugation and a set {wσ} of coset
representatives for A×E,f/E
× ⊂ WE/Q,f such that wcσ = c˜wσ for all σ ∈ ΓE/Q
3. An embedding j : F →֒ E
induces a natural map j : AutF (F ⊗ E
ab) →֒ AutE(E ⊗ E
ab) and hence a map j : ΓEab/Q#ΓEab/F →
ΓEab/Q#ΓEab/E . This can be expressed in purely group theoretic terms, and as a result we have a similar
map on the level of Weil groups. We view the torus SEF = (S
E)ΣF as a quotient of TF⊗QE
∼
−→ TΣFE and can
decompose
TF⊗QE(AE,f)/TF⊗QE(E) = (F ⊗Q E ⊗Q AE,f )
×/ (F ⊗Q E ⊗Q E)
× ∼−→
∏
j⊗σ
A×E,f/E
×
where j⊗σ denotes the component on which F acts by j ∈ ΣF and E acts by σ ∈ ΓE/Q. The key construction
in this paper is that of a particular map
fEF : AutF (F ⊗ E
ab)→ SEF (AE,f )/S
E
F (E)
which we call the F -plectic universal Taniyama element. This is defined by sending g ∈ AutF (F ⊗ E
ab) to
the image of the element
hEF (α˜g)
..= (hσ−1(j(α˜g)))j⊗σ
..= (w−1j(α˜g)σ−1j(α˜g)(wσ−1 ))j⊗σ ∈ TF⊗E(AE,f )/TF⊗E(E)
2It should be pointed out explicitly that Nekova´rˇ reinterprets his results terms of a generalised Taniyama group which is
somewhat different to the plectic Taniyama group defined by Theorem 1.2. Our approach, which is motivated by plectic Hodge
theory and more closely mirrors Langlands’ original construction, is inspired by Nekova´rˇ’s work but proceeds in a different
direction.
3This is very slight simplification of the choices involved. See §5 for a more detailed exposition of the construction.
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under TF⊗E ։ S
E
F , where α˜g is any lift of αg through the map WE/Q,f#WE/F,f ։ ΓEab/Q#ΓEab/F . To
make it clear, here each j(α˜g) is a element of the group
WE/Q,f#A
×
E,f/E
× = {α : WE/Q,f
∼
−→WE/Q,f s.t. for all w ∈WE/Q,f , e ∈ A
×
E,f/E
× we have α(we) = α(w)e}
Any such element induces a permutation σ 7→ j(α˜g)σ of the quotient ΓE/Q such that j(α˜g)(wσ−1 ) lies in
the same coset as wj(α˜g)σ−1 for all σ ∈ ΓE/Q. The difference w
−1
j(α˜g)σ−1
j(α˜g)(wσ−1 ) is then an element of
A×E,f/E
×. The element
hEF (α˜g) ∈ TF⊗E(AE,f )/TF⊗E(E)
simply stores this collection of elements of A×E,f/E
× for each j ∈ ΣF and σ ∈ ΓE/Q in an appropriate
way. The content is that this becomes well-defined independent of our choices when we pass to the quotient
TF⊗E ։ S
E
F . What’s more, this F -plectic universal Taniyama element goes on to satisfy the conditions of
Proposition 6.1 and so defines an extension that we call the F -plectic Taniyama group.
Theorem 1.2. For any totally real field F and CM number field E ⊂ Q which splits F :
(1) For each g ∈ AutF (F ⊗ E
ab) the element fEF (g) is well-defined independent of the choice of lift α˜g
and the choices of c˜ and of coset representatives wσ for σ ∈ ΓE/Q.
(2) There is a unique extension
1→ SEF → T
E
F → AutF (F ⊗ E
ab)→ 1
together with a continuous finite-adelic splitting sEF : AutF (F ⊗ E
ab)→ T EF (AQ,f ) giving rise to the
map b
E
F : AutF (F ⊗Q E
ab)→ SEF (AE,f )/S
E
F (E) defined by g 7→ f
E
F (g
−1)−1.
(3) This family of extensions pieces together produce an extension of the form
1→ SF → TF → AutF (F ⊗Q Q)→ 1
together with a continuous finite-adelic splitting sF : AutF (F ⊗Q Q)→ TF (AQ,f ).
We end by making clear the relationship between our F -plectic Taniyama group and Nekova´rˇ’s extended
half-transfer maps. Let K be a CM field with maximal totally real subfield F . Then given a CM type Φ on
K, we can write Φ = {Φj : j ∈ ΣF } where φj is the unique element of Φ such that φj |F = j. We can think
of the cocharacter µΦ =
∑
φ∈Φ[φ] as the restriction to the diagonal of the homomorphism
µΦ,F = (µj)j∈ΣF : G
ΣF
m,C → TK,C
where for each j ∈ ΣF we have µj = [φj ] ∈ X∗(TK). This can be thought of as using the real multiplication
by F to define an F -plectic Hodge structure on a CM abelian variety of type (K,Φ). If E ⊂ Q is a CM
number field containing K and Galois over Q then there is a unique representation ρj : TE → TK taking the
canonical cocharacter µE of TE to µj . These piece together to give a representation
ρΦ,F = (ρj)j : TF⊗QE
∼
−→ TΣFE → TK
whose restriction to the diagonal is the classical reflex norm. It important to note that ρΦ,F itself need not
factor through the quotient TF⊗QE ։ S
E
F . Now the universal Taniyama element f
E
F was constructed by
looking at the image of
hEF (α˜g)
..= (hσ−1(j(α˜g)))j⊗σ = (w
−1
j(α˜g )σ−1
j(α˜g)(wσ−1 ))j⊗σ ∈ TF⊗E(AE,f )/TF⊗E(E)
under the map TF⊗E ։ S
E
F . If instead of mapping down to this quotient, we instead look at the image of
this element under ρΦ,F , we obtain an element
ρΦ,F (h
E
F (α˜g)) ∈ TK(AE,f )/TK(E) = (K ⊗Q A
×
E,f)/(K ⊗Q E)
× ∼−→
∏
ρ:K →֒E
A×E,f/E
×
In general this element may depend both on the choice of lift α˜g of αg and possibly also on the choices we
made in the construction. Regardless, it follows from Theorem 1.1 that for any ρ : K →֒ E the image of
the ρ component of ρΦ,F (h
E
F (α˜g)) ∈ TK(AE,f )/TK(E) under the Artin reciprocity map A
×
E,f/E
×
։ ΓabE is
always equal to the image of F˜Φ(g) ∈ Γ
ab
K under the map Γ
ab
K → Γ
ab
E induced by ρ. This is a direct analogue
of the relationship between Langlands’ universal Taniyama element and Tate’s half-transfer maps.
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2. Plectic Galois theory
Let F be any number field and write ΣF for the set HomQ(F,Q). We will say a subfield k of Q splits F if
it contains the image of F under any embedding j ∈ ΣF . In this case the map a⊗ b 7→ (j(a)b)j∈ΣF defines
an isomorphism of F -algebras
F ⊗Q k
∼
−→
∏
j∈ΣF
k
where the action of F on the j component of the right hand side is via the embedding j : F →֒ k. When
k is Galois over Q then we call the group AutF (F ⊗Q k) of all automorphisms of the F -algebra F ⊗Q k the
F -plectic Galois group of k. From the decomposition above it is clear that AutF (F ⊗Q k) acts on the set
ΣF .
When F is a subfield of k we can interpret the F -plectic Galois group AutF (F ⊗Q k) as a wreath product.
In this case we have Γk/F := Gal(k/F ) ⊂ Γk/Q := Gal(k/Q) and we can identify the set X = Γk/Q/Γk/F
with ΣF . If we consider the ring k
X as an F -algebra where the F -algebra structure comes from F ⊂ k
on each factor then there is a natural isomorphism (see [6], Prop. 1.1.3) SX ⋉ Γ
X
k/F
∼
−→ AutF (k
X) where
the semidirect product is taken with respect to the natural permutation action of the symmetric group SX
on ΓXk/F . This is given by mapping (π, (hx)x∈X) ∈ SX ⋉ Γ
X
k/F to the automorphism of k
X which sends
(ax)x∈X 7→ (bx)x∈X where bπ(x) = hx(ax). Finally, if we fix a set s = (sx)x∈X of coset representatives
for Γk/F in Γk/Q then the map s : k
X →
∏
x∈X k given by (ax)x∈X 7→ (sx(ax))x∈X is an isomorphism of
F -algebras and induces an isomorphism
βs : AutF (F ⊗Q k)
∼
−→ SX ⋉ Γ
X
k/F
of groups. If each coset representative sx is replaced by s
′
x = sxtx with t = (tx)x∈X ∈ Γ
X
k/F then βs′(g) =
(1, t)−1βs(g)(1, t) ∈ SX ⋉ Γ
X
k/F for any g ∈ AutF (F ⊗Q k).
There is a canonical injective group homomorphism Γk/Q →֒ AutF (F ⊗Q k) given by sending g ∈ Γk/Q
to idF ⊗ g ∈ AutF (F ⊗Q k). More generally the construction of plectic Galois groups is functorial in F
in the sense that if F and F ′ are both split by k then a map F →֒ F ′ of number fields induces a map
AutF (F ⊗Q k) →֒ AutF ′(F
′
⊗Q k) of plectic Galois groups. When F ⊂ F
′ ⊂ k this can be described
explicitly in terms of wreath products as follows:
Proposition 2.1. Let k be Galois over Q and F ⊂ F ′ ⊂ k. As above let us write X for the set Γk/Q/Γk/F =
ΣF but also let X
′ denote Γk/Q/Γk/F ′ = ΣF ′ and Y denote Γk/F /Γk/F ′ = HomF (F
′, k). If we pick coset
representatives (sx)x∈X for Γk/F in Γk/Q and (ty)y∈Y for Γk/F ′ in Γk/F then (s
′
x′) = {sxty : x ∈ X, y ∈ Y }
is a set of coset representatives for Γk/F ′ in Γk/Q. If we write βs(g) = (π, (hx)x∈X) ∈ SX ⋉ Γ
X
k/F then for
any g ∈ AutF (F ⊗Q k) we have
βs′(idF ′ ⊗ g) = (π
′, (h′x′)x′∈X′) ∈ SX′ ⋉ Γ
X′
k/F ′
with π′(sxty|F ′) = sπ(x)thxy|F ′ and h
′
sxty|F ′
= t−1hxyhxty.
Proof. This follows from [6], Proposition 1.1.8 and (the proof of) Proposition 2.2.4. 
Now let u ∈ Γk/Q and F
′ = u(F ) ⊂ k. Then u|F : F
∼
−→ F ′ induces an isomorphism [u] : AutF (F ⊗Q k)→
AutF ′(F
′⊗Q k) which in this case is just given by g 7→ (u⊗ idk)◦g ◦ (u
−1⊗ idk). Again we have the following
explicit description:
Proposition 2.2. Let F ⊂ k, u ∈ Γk/Q and F
′ = u(F ) ⊂ k. We have a bijection X
∼
−→ X ′ given by
x 7→ x′ = xu−1 (in terms of embeddings this is just the natural identification of ΣF with ΣF ′ induced by
u|F ). If we choose coset representatives s = (sx)x∈X for Γk/F in Γk/Q then we can define coset representatives
for Γk/F ′ in Γk/Q by s
′
x′ = sxu
−1. With these choices, there is a commutative diagram
AutF (F ⊗ k)
βs
−−−−→ SX ⋉ Γ
X
k/F
[u]
y u∗y
AutF ′(F
′ ⊗ k)
βs′−−−−→ SX′ ⋉ Γ
X′
k/F ′
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where here u∗ : SX ⋉ Γ
X
k/F → SX′ ⋉ Γ
X′
k/F ′ denotes the map (π, (hx)x) 7→ (π
′, (h′x′)x′) where π
′(x′) = π(x)′
(i.e. π′(xu−1) = π(x)u−1) and h′x′ = uhxu
−1.
Proof. This is [6], Proposition 1.1.6 and Proposition 1.1.7(ii). 
Plectic Galois groups can be understand in purely group-theoretic terms. To see this, let G be any group
and H ⊂ G a subgroup of finite index. We write X for the set G/H of left cosets of H in G. Then H acts
on the right on the set G by right translation and an orbit of H under this action is nothing more than an
element of X .
Definition (Nekova´rˇ, Scholl - cf. [7], §3). The plectic group of the pair (G,H) is the group G#H ..=
Autsets-H G of automorphisms of G as a right H-set. More explicitly, this consists of the following collection
of set-theoretic bijections
G#H = {α : G
∼
−→ G such that for all g ∈ G, h ∈ H we have α(gh) = α(g)h}
Note there is a natural inclusion G →֒ G#H given by mapping an element g ∈ G to the left translation by
g map Lg : G→ G.
Any α ∈ G#H gives rise to a well defined permutation of the set X = G/H . We will denote this
permutation by π = π(α) ∈ SX but where the context is clear we will often ease the notation by writing this
simply as x 7→ α(x), or alternatively as x 7→ αx, for all x ∈ X . This plectic group can also be interpreted in
terms of a wreath product. To see this, let us choose a collection s = (sx)x∈X of coset representatives for H
in G. The permutation π is defined by the fact that α(sx)H = π(sxH) = sαxH and so the elements
hx = hx(α) := s
−1
αxα(sx)
lie in H ⊂ G. After making these choices we can define an isomorphism
ρs : G#H → SX ⋉H
X
by sending α ∈ G#H to (π, (hx(α))x∈X) ∈ SX ⋉H
X . As before, the semidirect product on the right hand
side is taken with respect to the permutation action of SX on H
X . If the choice of coset representatives
s = (sx)x∈X is changed to s
′ = (sxtx)x∈X for some t = (tx)x∈X ∈ H
X then the maps ρs and ρs′ are related
by the formula ρs′(α) = (1, t)
−1ρs(α)(1, t) for all α ∈ G#H .
IfH ′ ⊂ H ⊂ G are subgroups of finite index then G#H is a contained in G#H ′. The following proposition
describes this inclusion map explicitly in terms of wreath products:
Proposition 2.3. Suppose G ⊃ H ⊃ H ′ are subgroups of finite index and let X denote the set G/H and
similarly let X ′ denote G/H ′ and Y denote H/H ′. Pick coset representatives (sx)x∈X for H in G and
(ty)y∈Y for H
′ in H. Then s′ = {sxty : x ∈ X, y ∈ Y } is a set of coset representatives for H
′ in G. If we
write ρs(α) = (π, (hx)x∈X) ∈ SX ⋉H
X then for any α ∈ G#H ⊂ G#H ′ we have
ρs′(α) = (π
′, (h′x′)x′∈X′) ∈ SX′ ⋉ (H
′)X
′
where π′(sxtyH
′) = sπ(x)thxyH
′ and h′sxtyH′ = t
−1
hxy
hxty
Proof. We first compute
sπ(x)thxyH
′ = sπ(x)hxtyH
′ = sπ(x)s
−1
π(x)α(sx)tyH
′ = α(sxty)H
′ = π′(sxtyH
′)
as ty ∈ H and α ∈ G#H ⊂ G#H
′. Thus
h′sxtyH′ = (sπ(x)thxy)
−1α(sxty) = t
−1
hxy
s−1π(x)α(sx)ty = t
−1
hxy
hxty
as claimed. 
Now fix u ∈ G and let H ′ denote the conjugate subgroup uHu−1. Then u gives rises to a map [u] :
G#H → G#H ′ given by α 7→ α′ where for all g ∈ G we have α′(g) = α(gu)u−1. The map [u] only depends
on the left coset uH and can be described in terms of wreath products as follows:
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Proposition 2.4. Fix u ∈ G and let H ′ denote the conjugate subgroup uHu−1. We have a bijection
X
∼
−→ X ′ = G/H ′ given by x 7→ x′ = xu−1 = {gu−1 : g ∈ X}. Moreover if we choose coset representatives
s = (sx)x∈X for H in G then we can define coset representatives for H
′ in G by s′x′ = sxu
−1. With these
choices, there is a commutative diagram
G#H
ρs
−−−−→ SX ⋉H
X
[u]
y u∗y
G#H ′
ρs′−−−−→ SX′ ⋉ (H
′)X
′
where here u∗ : SX ⋉H
X → SX′ ⋉ (H
′)X
′
denotes the map (π, (hx)x) 7→ (π
′, (h′x′)x′) where π
′(x′) = π(x)′
(i.e. π′(xu−1) = π(x)u−1) and h′x′ = uhxu
−1.
Proof. The proof is a straightforward calculation using the the definitions. 
From these computations, we conclude:
Theorem 2.5. Let k ⊂ Q be Galois over Q and F ⊂ k a number field. A choice of coset representatives s
for Γk/F ⊂ Γk/Q defines a composite isomorphism
AutF (F ⊗Q k)
βs
−→ SX ⋉H
X ρ
−1
s−−→ Γk/Q#Γk/F
which is independent of the choice of s. We will denote this canonical isomorphism AutF (F ⊗Q k)
∼
−→
Γk/Q#Γk/F by g 7→ αg. Moreover,
• if F ⊂ F ′ ⊂ k is another number field then the natural map AutF (F ⊗Q k) →֒ AutF ′(F
′ ⊗Q k)
corresponds to the inclusion Γk/Q#Γk/F →֒ Γk/Q#Γk/F ′
• Similarly, for u ∈ Γk/Q, the natural map [u] : AutF (F ⊗Q k)
∼
−→ AutF ′(F
′ ⊗Q k) induced by u|F :
F
∼
−→ F ′ := u(F ) corresponds to the map [u] : Γk/Q#Γk/F
∼
−→ Γk/Q#Γk/F ′ from Proposition 2.4.
Proof. The first observation is due to Nekova´rˇ and Scholl (cf. [7], §3). Indeed, we have already noted that
if the choice of s = (sx)x∈X is changed to s
′ = (sxtx)x∈X for some t = (tx)x∈X ∈ H
X then we have both
βs′(g) = (1, t)
−1βs(g)(1, t) for all g ∈ AutF (F ⊗Q k) and ρs′(α) = (1, t)
−1ρs(α)(1, t) for all α ∈ Γk/Q#Γk/F ,
which proves the first claim. The final two claims follow from combining Proposition 2.1 and Proposition
2.3 and then Proposition 2.2 and Proposition 2.4 respectively. 
Suppose now that G is a topological group and H ⊂ G is an open subgroup of finite index. As discussed
above, a choice of coset representatives s = (sx)x∈X for H in G defines an isomorphism ρs : G#H
∼
−→
SX ⋉ H
X . The two groups HX (with the product topology) and SX (with the discrete topology) are
topological groups and the action of SX on H
X is continuous. Thus SX ⋉ H
X carries the structure of
a topological group. We define a topology on G#H by declaring U ⊂ G#H to be open if and only
if ρs(U) ⊂ SX ⋉ H
X is open. This is well defined since if we choose a different section s′ = st with
t = (tx)x∈X ∈ H
X then ρs′(U) = (1, t)
−1ρs(U)(1, t) is open if and only if ρs(U) is. It follows from the
explicit calculations in Proposition 2.3 and Proposition 2.4 that with this topology:
• the inclusion G →֒ G#H is continuous;
• if H ′ ⊂ H ⊂ G are open subgroups of finite index the inclusion G#H →֒ G#H ′ is continuous; and
• if u ∈ G and H ′ = uHu−1 then the map [u] : G#H
∼
−→ G#H ′ is a homeomorphism.
3. Plectic CM theory
Let K ⊂ Q be a CM field and ΣK = HomQ(K,Q) = ΓQ/ΓK . Let F = K
+ denote the maximal totally
real subfield of K. In his work on hidden symmetries in the theory of complex multiplication [6], Nekova´rˇ
has defined a natural map
F˜Φ : AutF (F ⊗Q Q)→ Γ
ab
K
extending Tate’s half-transfer FΦ : ΓQ → Γ
ab
K for any CM type Φ of K.
Following Nekova´rˇ’s notation let us write X = ΣF = ΓQ/ΓF and fix a section s given by x 7→ sx to the
restriction map ΓQ ։ X = HomQ(F,Q). We note that {sx|K : x ∈ X} gives a distinguished CM type of K,
and so we get the following data:
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• A bijection between (Z/2Z)X and the set of CM types of K sending a collection a = (ax)x∈X to
{φx = c
axsx|K : x ∈ X}.
• A section ρ 7→ wρ to ΓQ ։ ΣK = HomQ(K,Q) such that wcρ = cwρ by setting
wcbsx|K = c
bsx
For h ∈ ΓF we define h ∈ Z/2Z by the relation h|K = c
h(x) ∈ Gal(K/F ).
Proposition 3.1. (Nekova´rˇ) Fix s as above and let Φ be a CM type corresponding to a ∈ (Z/2Z)X . Define
a map sF˜Φ : SX ⋉ Γ
X
F → Γ
ab
K by the formula
(π, (hx)x∈X) 7→
∏
x∈X
s−1π(x)c
ax+hxsπ(x)hxs
−1
x c
axsx|Kab
Then the composite map
F˜Φ : AutF (F ⊗Q Q)
βs
−→ SX ⋉ Γ
X
F
sF˜Φ−−→ ΓabK
is independent of the choice of s and its restriction to ΓQ is FΦ.
Proof. This is Proposition 2.1.3 and Proposition 2.1.7 of [6]. 
Using the language developed in §2, we can give an alternative description of Nekova´rˇ’s half-transfer
maps. As with the classical case, we choose a section ρ 7→ wρ to the projection ΓQ ։ HomQ(K,Q) such
that wcρ = cwρ for all ρ ∈ ΣK . We notice that Tate’s original definition makes sense for any element α of
the set ΓQ#ΓK := Autsets- ΓK ΓQ of all automorphisms of ΓQ as a right ΓK-set. Indeed any such α induces
a well-defined permutation ρ 7→ αρ of ΣK and for any α ∈ ΓQ#ΓK the elements
hρ(α) = w
−1
αρα(wρ)
lie in the subgroup ΓK ⊂ ΓQ. For any α ∈ ΓQ#ΓK we define an element
FΦ(α) =
∏
φ∈Φ
hφ(α) mod ΓKab
and it is clear that if we compose with the inclusion ΓQ →֒ ΓQ#ΓK we recover Tate’s half-transfer map FΦ.
Proposition 3.2. If α ∈ ΓQ#ΓF ⊂ ΓQ#ΓK then FΦ(α) ∈ Γ
ab
K is independent of the choice of coset
representatives ρ 7→ wρ.
Proof. Denote by F ′Φ(α) the element of Γ
ab
K we would have obtained had we chosen another collection {w
′
ρ}
of coset representatives. Then since each w′ρ is of the form w
′
ρ = wρeρ for some eρ ∈ ΓK we see that
h′ρ(α) = w
′−1
αρ α(w
′
ρ) = e
−1
αρh
′
ρ(α)eρ and so
F ′Φ(α)
FΦ(α)
=
∏
φ∈Φ
e−1αφeφ mod ΓKab
The conditions on wρ and w
′
ρ force ecρ = eρ and so eρ only depends on ρ|F . The condition α ∈ ΓQ#ΓF ⊂
ΓQ#ΓK ensures that αΦ = {αφ : φ ∈ Φ} is another CM type for K. It follows that the product on the right
hand side is trivial and FΦ(α) = F
′
Φ(α) as claimed. 
Exactly as with Tate’s half-transfer maps, we have the following compatibilities:
Proposition 3.3. Let K ⊂ Q be a CM field and let Φ ⊂ ΣK = HomQ(K,C) be a CM type.
(i) Let K ′ ⊂ Q be a CM field containing K, F ′ = K ′ + and Φ′ the CM type of K ′ induced from Φ on K,
i.e. Φ′ = {ρ′ ∈ ΣK′ : ρ
′|K ∈ Φ}. The maps FΦ and FΦ′ fit into a commutative diagram:
ΓQ#ΓF
FΦ−−−−→ ΓabKy yVerK′/K
ΓQ#ΓF ′
FΦ−−−−→ ΓabK′
where VerK′/K : Γ
ab
K → Γ
ab
K′ denotes the transfer (Verlagerung) map coming from ΓK′ ⊂ ΓK
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(ii) Let u ∈ ΓQ, K
′ = u(K) ⊂ Q, F ′ = K ′ + = u(F ) and Φ′ ⊂ ΣK′ the CM type Φ
′ = Φu−1 = {ρ′ ∈ ΣK′ :
ρ′ ◦ u|K ∈ Φ}. The maps FΦ and FΦ′ fit into a commutative diagram:
ΓQ#ΓF
FΦ−−−−→ ΓabK
[u]
y yu∗
ΓQ#ΓF ′
FΦ′−−−−→ ΓabK′
where u∗ : Γ
ab
K → Γ
ab
K′ is the map induced by the map ΓK → ΓK′ given by g 7→ ugu
−1.
Proof. Both of these are straightforward calculations using the computations in Proposition 2.3 and Propo-
sition 2.4 respectively. 
In §2 we defined a canonical isomorphism AutF (F ⊗QQ)
∼
−→ ΓQ#ΓF . The following theorem tells us that
Nekova´rˇ’s half-transfer maps F˜Φ correspond under this isomorphism to the very natural maps FΦ defined
above.
Theorem 3.4. Let αg denote the image in ΓQ#ΓF of g ∈ AutF (F ⊗Q Q). Then F˜Φ(g) = FΦ(αg) ∈ Γ
ab
K for
all g ∈ AutF (F ⊗Q Q).
Proof. Let us make choices as in the definition of F˜Φ. In particular we have chosen a section s = (sx)x∈X
to the projection ΓQ ։ X = ΣF and this gives us a section ρ 7→ wρ to ΓQ ։ ΣK = HomQ(K,Q) such that
wcρ = cwρ by setting wcbsx|K = c
bsx. We identify the CM type Φ with a = (ax)x∈X ∈ (Z/2Z)
X . To ease
the notation write α for αg and let us write ρs(α) = (π, (hx)x∈X) = βs(g). Recall this means that π is the
permutation of X = ΣF induced by α and we have hx = s
−1
π(x)α(sx). By definition
FΦ(α) =
∏
φ∈Φ
w−1αφα(wφ) =
∏
x∈X
w−1αφxα(wφx) mod ΓKab
where φx = c
axsx|K for all x ∈ X . We can make the following computations
• α(wφx) = sπ(x)hxs
−1
x c
axsx ∈ ΓQ
• wαφx = c
ax+hxsπ(x) ∈ ΓQ
To see this recall that by definition hx = s
−1
π(x)α(sx) so the right hand side of the first claim is just
sπ(x)hxs
−1
x c
axsx = α(sx)s
−1
x c
axsx
But then as K is CM we have s−1x c
axsx|K = c
ax |K and in particular s
−1
x c
axsx|F = 1, i.e. s
−1
x c
axsx ∈ ΓF .
Since α ∈ ΓQ#ΓF we can take this inside the brackets to get
α(sxs
−1
x c
axsx) = α(c
axsx) = α(wφx)
For the second claim, the fact that α(wφx) = sπ(x)hxs
−1
x c
axsx implies that α(wφx)|K = sπ(x)hxc
ax |K =
cax+hxsπ(x)|K (using again the fact that K is CM). This shows that wαφx = c
ax+hxsπ(x)|K and so by
definition wαφx = c
ax+hxsπ(x).
With this established, we compute straight from the definition that
FΦ(α) =
∏
x∈X
w−1αφxα(wφx) mod ΓKab =
∏
x∈X
s−1π(x)c
ax+hxsπ(x)hxs
−1
x c
axsx|Kab = F˜Φ(g)
as claimed. 
4. The plectic Serre group
Let E ⊂ Q be any CM field and for each σ ∈ HomQ(E,Q) let [σ] denote the associated character of the
torus TE = ResE/QGm. These characters form a Z-basis for the character group X
∗(TE) and the arithmetic
action of τ ∈ Gal(Q/Q) is given in terms of this basis by [σ] 7→ [τσ]. The level E Serre group is the quotient
SE of TE = ResE/QGm with character group
X∗(SE) = {
∑
σ
nσ[σ] : there is some w ∈ Z such that nσ + ncσ = w for all σ } ⊂ X
∗(TE)
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When E is Galois over Q the action of the Galois group ΓE/Q on E
× gives rise to an algebraic action
ΓE/Q →֒ Aut(TE). The algebraic action of an element τ ∈ ΓE/Q can be described in terms of characters by
[σ] 7→ [σ ◦ τ ] and induces a well-defined action of ΓE/Q on the quotient S
E . As discussed in the introduction,
for such E Langlands’ has constructed a particular extension
1→ SE → T E → ΓEab/Q → 1
of the profinite group ΓEab/Q by the torus S
E . The action of ΓEab/Q on S
E implicit in this level E Taniyama
extension is given by precomposing this algebraic action of ΓE/Q defined above with the natural projection
ΓEab/Q ։ ΓE/Q.
Now let F be any totally real number field and suppose E is a CM number field which is big enough to
split F . In this case we can identify the set ΣF = HomQ(F,Q) with HomQ(F,E).
Definition. The F -plectic Serre group at level E is the product group SEF := (S
E)ΣF , i.e. the quotient of
TΣFE with character group
X∗(SEF ) = {
∑
σ:E →֒Q
nj,σ[j, σ] : there is some w = (wj) ∈ Z
ΣF such that nj,σ + nj,cσ = wj }
where [j, σ] denotes the character of TΣFE obtained by first projecting onto the j component and then applying
the character [σ] of TE .
When E is Galois over Q, we can define an action of the F -plectic Galois group AutF (F ⊗Q E) on S
E
F .
First note that the natural isomorphism F ⊗QE
∼
−→ EΣF of Q-algebras given by f⊗e 7→ (j(f)e)j∈ΣF induces
an isomorphism of Q-tori TF⊗QE := ResF⊗QE/QGm
∼
−→ TΣFE , and in this way we can view S
E
F as a quotient
of TF⊗QE . We have an isomorphism
(F ⊗Q E ⊗Q Q)
× ∼−→
∏
j⊗σ
Q
×
where here j⊗σ signifies that the action of F is via j : F →֒ Q and then action of E is via σ : E →֒ Q. If we
let [j ⊗ σ] denote the projection onto the j ⊗ σ) component of the above decomposition then the arithmetic
action of τ ∈ Gal(Q/Q) is given in terms of this character basis by [j ⊗ σ] 7→ [τ ◦ j ⊗ τ ◦ σ]. In this way we
identify the characters [j, σ] of TΣFE and [σ ◦ j ⊗ σ] of TF⊗QE .
Now we make use of the language developed in §2. Recall that an embedding j : F →֒ E defines a
map j : AutF (F ⊗Q E) →֒ AutE(E ⊗Q E) = SΓE/Q . For g ∈ AutF (F ⊗Q E) define a homomorphism
g∗ : X∗(TF⊗QE)→ X
∗(TF⊗QE) by [j ⊗ σ] 7→ [j ⊗ σj(g)] where
σj(g) := (j(g)−1(σ−1))−1 ∈ ΓE/Q
We will try to be careful to to distinguish this from the element σ ◦ j(g) ∈ SΓE/Q . That this is equivariant
for the arithmetic action of ΓQ on X
∗(TF⊗QE) follows from Theorem 2.5 which implies that if j
′ = τ ◦ j then
j′(g)(σ) = j(g)(στ) · τ−1.
It’s easy to check this defines an action of AutF (F ⊗QE) on TF⊗QE (and hence on T
ΣF
E ), which we denote
on points by t 7→ g ⋆ t so that on Q-points we have g∗χ(t) = χ(g ⋆ t). The following proposition implies that
this action stabilises X∗(SEF ) ⊂ X
∗(TΣFE ) = X
∗(TF⊗QE) and thus induces a well-defined algebraic action of
AutF (F ⊗Q E) on S
E
F .
Proposition 4.1. Let j0 : F →֒ E and let χ be a character of T
ΣF
E pulled back from the character of TE
attached to a CM type Φ ⊂ ΓE/Q via the j
th
0 projection T
ΣF
E ։ TE. Then if g ∈ AutF (F ⊗Q E) maps j0 to
j′0 : F →֒ E then the character g
∗χ ∈ X∗(TΣFE ) is the pull back of a character of TE attached to a (possibly
different) CM type Φ′ ⊂ ΓE/Q via the j
′ th
0 projection T
ΣF
E ։ TE.
Proof. Let’s write χ =
∑
j,σ aj,σ[j, σ] =
∑
j,σ bj⊗σ[j ⊗ σ] where bj⊗σ = aσ−1j,σ. We will also write g
∗χ =∑
j,σ cj,σ[j, σ] = dj⊗σ [j ⊗ σ] and we are considering the case where aj,σ ∈ {0, 1} and aj,σ = 1 if and only if
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we have both j = j0 and σ ∈ Φ = {σ1, . . . , σd} for a CM type Φ ⊂ ΓE/Q. Pictorially we can represent this
by a matrix


j0 j1 jd
σ1 1 . . . 0 . . . 0
...
... . . . 0 . . . 0
σd 1 . . . 0 . . . 0
cσ1 0 . . . 0 . . . 0
... . . . 0
. . . 0
cσd 0 . . . 0 . . . 0


j,σ
=


j0 j1 jd
σ1 0 . . . 1 . . . 0
...
... . . . 0 . . . 0
σd 0 . . . 0 . . . 1
cσ1 0 . . . 0 . . . 0
... . . . 0
. . . 0
cσd 0 . . . 0 . . . 0


j⊗σ
where here for each r = 1, . . . , d we let jr = σr ◦ j0. We can translate between the two matrices by an
appropriate permutation of each row (i.e. j 7→ σ ◦ j in row σ). For any g ∈ AutF (F ⊗Q E) the permutation
jr(g) lies in the subgroup ΓE/Q#ΓE/jr(F ) ⊂ SΓE/Q and so maps
{τ ∈ ΓE/Q : τ ◦ jr = j0} 7→ {τ ∈ ΓE/Q : τ ◦ jr = j
′
0}
where j′0 = gj0. Hence the right action defined by σ 7→ (jr(g)
−1(σ−1))−1 sends
{σ ∈ ΓE/Q : σ ◦ j0 = jr} 7→ {σ ∈ ΓE/Q : σ ◦ j
′
0 = jr}
Since the action of g on X∗(TF⊗E) acts on the (jr⊗−) column above by the right action of jr(g) we deduce
that g∗χ is of the form


j′0
σ1 0 . . . ∗ . . . 0
... 0 . . . ∗ . . . 0
σd 0 . . . ∗ . . . 0
cσ1 0 . . . ∗ . . . 0
0 . . . ∗
. . . 0
cσd 0 . . . ∗ . . . 0


j,σ
More precisely we have shown that for σ ∈ ΓE/Q such that σ ◦ j
′
0 = j we have cj′0,σ = aj0,τ where τ ∈ ΓE/Q
is such that τj(g) = σ. Since F is totally real, this implies that Φ′ = {σ ∈ ΓE/Q : cj′0,σ = 1} is a CM type of
E. 
5. The plectic universal Taniyama element
Let F ⊂ Q denote a totally real number field and E ⊂ Q a CM field which is Galois over Q and large
enough to contain F . In this section we ape Langlands’ construction of the universal Taniyama element to
produce a map
fEF : AutF (F ⊗ E
ab)→ SEF (AE,f )/S
E
F (E)
which we call the F -plectic universal Taniyama element.
LetWE/Q,f denote the finite-adelic version of the Weil group of the extension E/Q, which sits in a diagram
1 −−−−→ A×E,f/E
× −−−−→ WE/Q,f −−−−→ ΓE/Q −−−−→ 1
artE
y ϕfy id y
1 −−−−→ ΓabE −−−−→ ΓEab/Q −−−−→ ΓE/Q −−−−→ 1
in which the columns are surjective. The implicit action of σ ∈ ΓE/Q on A
×
E,f/E
× is via e 7→ eσ. We need
to make some choices which will turn out to play no role:
• Corresponding to the place v of Q coming from the embedding into C (which we have fixed) there
is a continuous map iv : WR → WQ (uniquely defined up to an inner automorphism of WQ by an
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element of Ker(ϕ)) and a diagram
WR
ϕv
−−−−→ Gal(C/R)
iv
y y
WQ
ϕ
−−−−→ ΓQ
inducing the inclusion C× →֒ CE ≃ W
ab
E coming from the place v. The map iv gives a well defined
lift of complex conjugation c ∈ ΓEab/Q to an element c˜ ∈ WE/Q,f of order 2 (which changes by
conjugation by an element of Ker(ϕf ) if we change iv - see [10], 1.6.1). We choose one such map iv
and let c˜ denote the associated complex conjugation.
• Having fixed iv we then pick elements wσ ∈WE/Q,f such that σ 7→ wσ is a section to the surjection
WE/Q,f ։ ΓE/Q and further we have the relation wcσ = c˜wσ for all σ ∈ ΓE/Q
To construct the F -plectic universal Taniyama element we exploit the canonical isomorphism AutF (F ⊗Q
Eab)
∼
−→ ΓEab/Q#ΓEab/F . An embedding j : F →֒ E induces a natural map j : AutF (F ⊗ E
ab) →֒
AutE(E ⊗ E
ab) which, in terms of plectic groups, is now precisely the composite map
ΓEab/Q#ΓEab/F
[u]
−−→ ΓEab/Q#ΓEab/j(F ) ⊂ ΓEab/Q#ΓEab/E
where here u ∈ ΓEab/Q is any element with u|F = j. We have a similar map on Weil groups and if we
decompose
TF⊗E(AE,f )/TF⊗E(E)
∼
−→
∏
j⊗σ
A×E,f/E
×
with j ∈ ΣF and σ ∈ ΓE/Q we can define the F -plectic universal Taniyama element as follows:
Definition. For α ∈ ΓEab/Q#ΓEab/F we define f
E
F (α) ∈ S
E
F (AE,f )/S
E
F (E) to be the image of
hEF (α˜) := (hσ−1(j(α˜)))j⊗σ := (w
−1
j(α˜)σ−1j(α˜)(wσ−1 ))j⊗σ ∈ TF⊗E(AE,f )/TF⊗E(E)
under TF⊗E ։ S
E
F , where α˜ is any lift of α to an element of WE/Q,f#WE/F,f . For g ∈ AutF (F ⊗ E
ab) we
set
fEF (g) := f
E
F (αg) ∈ S
E
F (AE,f )/S
E
F (E)
where αg ∈ ΓEab/Q#ΓEab/F is the image of g under the canonical isomorphism AutF (F ⊗Q E
ab)
∼
−→
ΓEab/Q#ΓEab/F .
Here WE/F,f denotes the subgroup of WE/Q,f consisting of elements whose image in ΓE/Q lies in ΓE/F .
The surjection ϕf : WE/Q,f ։ ΓEab/Q induces a surjection ϕf : WE/Q,f#WE/F,f ։ ΓEab/Q#ΓEab/F . Each
j(α˜g) is a element ofWE/Q,f#A
×
E,f/E
× and so for any σ ∈ ΓE/Q the difference w
−1
j(α˜g)σ−1
·j(α˜g)(wσ−1 ) lies in
A×E,f/E
×. Then hEF (α˜g) simply stores this collection of elements of A
×
E,f/E
× for each j ∈ ΣF and σ ∈ ΓE/Q
in an appropriate way.
Remark. Let K be a CM field with maximal totally real subfield F . Then if E contains K we have a
representation
ρΦ,F : TF⊗QE → TK
from §1 whose restriction to the diagonal is the classical reflex norm but which is general will not factor
through the quotient TF⊗QE ։ S
E
F . This representation can be described on character groups by the map
X∗(TK) ∋ [i] 7→
∑
j,σ
Φj(σ
−1 ◦ i)[j, σ] =
∑
j,σ
Φσ−1◦j(σ
−1 ◦ i)[j ⊗ σ] ∈ X∗(TF⊗QE)
for any i : K →֒ E. The element
ρΦ,F (h
E
F (α˜g)) ∈ TK(AE,f )/TK(E) = (K ⊗Q A
×
E,f )/(K ⊗Q E)
× ∼−→
∏
i:K →֒E
A×E,f/E
×
might depend both on the choice of lift α˜g of αg and also on the choices we made in the construction, but can
nevertheless be related to Nekovar’s plectic-half transfer maps. More precisely, together Proposition 3.3 and
Theorem 3.4 imply that for any i : K →֒ E the image of the i component of ρΦ,F (h
E
F (α˜g)) ∈ TK(AE,f )/TK(E)
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under the Artin reciprocity map A×E,f/E
×
։ ΓabE is always equal to the image of F˜Φ(g) ∈ Γ
ab
K under the map
ΓabK → Γ
ab
E induced by i.
Our next theorem justifies the choice of notation by showing that the F -plectic universal Taniyama element
becomes well-defined independent of choices when we pass to the quotient TF⊗E ։ S
E
F . The proof occupies
most of the rest of this section, but is at heart a relatively straightforward generalisation of the calculations
presented in [5] for Langlands’ Taniyama element.
Theorem 5.1. For any g ∈ AutF (F ⊗E
ab) the element fEF (g) is well-defined (i.e. independent of the choice
of lift α˜g) and does not depend on the choice of iv and of coset representatives wσ for σ ∈ ΓE/Q.
Proof. Let us first fix a map iv as above, and let c˜ ∈WE/Q,f denote the associated lift of complex conjugation.
For α˜ ∈ WE/Q,f#WE/F,f lifting α ∈ ΓEab/Q#ΓEab/F let’s write
hEF (α˜) := (hσ−1(j(α˜)))j⊗σ := (w
−1
j(α˜)σ−1 · j(α˜)(wσ−1 ))j⊗σ ∈ TF⊗E(AE,f )/TF⊗E(E)
and fEF (α˜) for its image under TF⊗E ։ S
E
F . We need to show that f
E
F (α˜) only depends on α and not on α˜
or the choices of iv and wσ for σ ∈ ΓE/Q. First we can show:
Proposition 5.2. For α˜ ∈WE/Q,f#WE/F,f the element
fEF (α˜) ∈ S
E
F (AE,f )/S
E
F (E)
does not depend of the choice of coset representatives wσ satisfying such that wcσ = c˜wσ for all σ ∈ ΓE/Q.
Proof. Since SEF is split over E it is enough to show that for all χ ∈ X
∗(SEF ) = Hom(S
E
F /E ,Gm/E) the
element χ(fEF (α˜)) ∈ A
×
E,f/E
× does not depend on the choice of w = (wσ)σ∈ΓE/Q . Let χ be a character of
SEF and write
χ =
∑
j,σ
aj,σ[j, σ] =
∑
j,σ
bj⊗σ[j ⊗ σ]
where bσ◦j⊗σ = aj,σ, i.e. bj⊗σ = aσ−1◦j,σ. From §4, we have an algebraic action of WE/Q,f#WE/F,f on S
E
F
via the quotient ΓE/Q#ΓE/F , and let χ
′ denote the character (α˜−1)∗χ of SEF . If we write
χ′ =
∑
j,σ
cj,σ[j, σ] =
∑
j,σ
dj⊗σ [j ⊗ σ]
then by the definition of the algebraic action we have dj⊗(j(α˜)σ−1)−1 = bj⊗σ, i.e. dj⊗σ = bj⊗(j(α˜)−1σ−1)−1 . If
w = (wσ) is replaced by w
′ = (w′σ) with w
′
σ = wσeσ and eσ ∈ A
×
E,f/E
× then we have
h′σ(j(α˜)) = (w
′
j(α˜)σ)
−1j(α˜)(w′σ) = e
−1
j(α˜)σeσhσ(j(α˜))
and we note here that the conditions on wσ and w
′
σ (with respect to c˜) mean that eσ only depends on σ|E+ ,
where E+ denotes the maximal totally real subfield of E. Thus χ(fEF (α˜)) ∈ A
×
E,f/E
× changes by
∏
j,σ
h′σ−1(j(α˜))
bj⊗σ
hσ−1(j(α˜))
bj⊗σ
=
∏
j,σ
h′σ(j(α˜))
bj⊗σ−1
hσ(j(α˜))
bj⊗σ−1
=
∏
j,σ
e
bj⊗σ−1
σ
e
bj⊗σ−1
j(α˜)σ
=
∏
j,σ
e
bj⊗σ−1
σ
e
b′
j⊗σ−1
σ
∈ A×E,f/E
×
where b′j⊗σ−1 = bj⊗(j(α˜)−1σ)−1 = dj⊗σ−1 . Hence this difference is
∏
σ
e
b
σ−1
σ
e
d
σ−1
σ
where for each σ ∈ ΓE/Q we have
bσ =
∑
j bj⊗σ =
∑
j aj,σ and dσ =
∑
j dj⊗σ =
∑
j cj,σ.
We want to show that this product is trivial for all χ. In order to prove the claim we may assume χ is
the pull back of a character of SE attached to a CM type Φ ⊂ ΓE/Q via the projection S
E
F = (S
E)ΣF ։ TE
coming from an embedding j0 : F →֒ E. In other words, we have all aj,σ ∈ {0, 1} and aj,σ is always zero
if j 6= j0 and we have aj0,σ + aj0,cσ = 1 for all σ ∈ ΓE/Q. Thanks to Proposition 4.1, we know that in this
case if j′0 : F →֒ E is such that α˜j
′
0 = j0 then we have cj,σ = 0 for all j 6= j
′
0 and cj′0,σ + cj′0,cσ = 1 for all
σ ∈ ΓE/Q. Thus if we let Φ and Φ
′ denote the CM types attached to χ and χ′ = (α˜−1)∗χ we have
bσ =
∑
j
aj,σ = Φ(σ) ∈ {0, 1}
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and similarly dσ = Φ
′(σ). We deduce that χ(fEF (α˜)) changes by
∏
σ
e
Φ(σ−1)
σ
e
Φ′(σ−1)
σ
∈ A×E,f/E
×
and this is just 1 since both Φ and Φ′ are CM types of E and eσ only depends on σ|E+ .

From Proposition 5.2, we can deduce:
Proposition 5.3. For any α˜ ∈ WE/Q,f#WE/F,f the element f
E
F (α˜) lies in
[
SEF (AE,f)/S
E
F (E)
]Gal(E/Q)
⊂
SEF (AE,f )/S
E
F (E)
Proof. Here we are consider the arithmetic action of Gal(E/Q) coming from the action on AE,f points. Let
τ be in Gal(E/Q). If we write TΣFE (AE,f )/T
ΣF
E (E)
∼
−→
∏
j,σ A
×
E,f/E
× then the arithmetic action of τ on the
left hand side translates into the action (ej,σ)j,σ 7→ (e
τ
j,τ−1σ)j,σ on the right hand side. By definition f
E
F (α˜)
is equal to the image of (hσ−1(j(α˜)))j⊗σ = (hσ−1(σ ◦ j(α˜)))j,σ under T
ΣF
E ։ S
E
F and hence τ
−1(fEF (α˜)) is
the image of
(hτ
−1
σ−1τ−1(τσ ◦ j(α˜)))j,σ = (τ˜
−1 · w−1τσ◦j(α˜)(σ−1τ−1) · τσ ◦ j(α˜)(wσ−1τ−1) · τ˜)j,σ
where τ˜ is any lift of τ to WE/Q,f . Using the facts that
• τσ ◦ j(α˜)(σ−1τ−1) = j(α˜)(1) · σ−1τ−1 (where 1 denotes the identity in ΓE/Q); and
• τσ ◦ j(α˜) = [τ˜ ](σ ◦ j(α˜))
we see this can be expressed as (τ˜−1 · w−1j(α˜)(1)·σ−1τ−1 · σ ◦ j(α˜)(wσ−1τ−1 τ˜))j,σ . We define a new set of coset
representatives w′σ by w
′
σ = wστ−1 τ˜ and by Proposition 5.2 we know f
E
F (α˜) can be computed as the image
of
(h′σ−1 (σ ◦ j(α˜)))j,σ = (w
′ −1
σ◦j(α˜)(σ−1) · σ ◦ j(α˜)(w
′
σ−1 ))j,σ
which can be expressed as (τ˜−1 · w−1j(α˜)(1)·σ−1τ−1 · σ ◦ j(α˜)(wσ−1τ−1 τ˜ ))j,σ. Hence τ
−1(fEF (α˜)) = f
E
F (α˜) as
required. 
We use a topological argument to conclude that the map fEF factors through ΓEab/Q#ΓEab/F . The group
WE/Q,f#WE/F,f inherits a naturally topology coming from the wreath product structure for which the
map fEF is continuous (this follows from our remarks right at the end of §2). It follows from Chevalley’s
theorem on units that the induced topology on SE(Q) ⊂ SE(AQ,f ) is the discrete topology (see [5], §1.2).
As a consequence, SE(Q) is closed in SE(AQ,f ) and the quotient S
E(AQ,f )/S
E(Q) is totally disconnected.
Similarly, if E is Galois over Q, then the space
[
SE(AE,f )/S
E(E)
]Gal(E/Q)
is totally disconnected, and this
plays an important role in showing that Langlands’ Taniyama element is well-defined (see [2], §9.9).
It immediately follows that the product group
[
SEF (AE,f )/S
E
F (E)
]Gal(E/Q)
is also totally disconnected,
and so it suffices to establish that the kernel of WE/Q,f#WE/F,f ։ ΓEab/Q#ΓEab/F is connected. If we fix a
collection s˜ = (s˜j)j∈ΣF of coset representatives for WE/F,f in WE/Q,f and let s = (sj)j∈ΣF = (ϕf (s˜j))j∈ΣF
be the induced collection of coset representatives for ΓEab/F in ΓEab/Q then the maps ρs and ρs˜ fit into a
commutative diagram
WE/Q,f#WE/F,f −−−−→ ΓEab/Q#ΓEab/F
ρs˜
y∼ ρsy∼
SΣF ⋉W
ΣF
E/F,f −−−−→ SΣF ⋉ Γ
ΣF
Eab/F
where the bottom line is induced by ϕf on each component. It is clear that the kernel of the bottom line
is connected with respect to the natural topology on SΣF ⋉W
ΣF
E/F,f and so by definition so is the kernel of
the top line. We conclude that the map fEF does indeed factor through the surjection WE/Q,f#WE/F,f ։
ΓEab/Q#ΓEab/F . Finally we can show:
Proposition 5.4. For α ∈ ΓEab/Q#ΓEab/F the element f
E
F (α) ∈ S
E
F (AE,f )/S
E
F (E) does not depend on the
choice of iv.
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Proof. Let iv, i
′
v be two continuous maps WR → WQ which corresponding to the place v of Q coming from
the fixed embedding into C. Then iv and i
′
v differ by an inner automorphism of WQ by an element of Ker(ϕ)
, and so if c˜ and c˜′ the associated lifts of complex conjugation to WE/Q,f we know that we have c˜
′ = uc˜u−1
for some u ∈ Ker(WE/Q,f
ϕf
−−→ ΓEab/Q). Let f
E
F,c˜ and f
E
F,c˜′ the maps constructed using c˜ and c˜
′ respectively.
By definition fEF,c˜(α) is equal to the image of (w
−1
j(α˜)σ · j(α˜)(wσ))j⊗σ−1 where α˜ ∈ WE/Q,f#WE/F,f is any
lift of α and the wσ are any coset representatives such that wcσ = c˜wσ.
If we set w′σ = uwσ then w
′
cσ = c˜
′w′σ and α˜
′ ∈WE/Q,f#WE/F,f to be the map defined by α˜
′(x) = uα˜(u−1x)
then α˜′ is a lift of α such that
(w′ −1j(α˜′)σ · j(α˜
′)(w′σ))j⊗σ−1 = (w
−1
j(α˜)σ · u
−1j(α˜′)(uwσ))j⊗σ−1 = (w
−1
j(α˜)σ · j(α˜)(wσ))j⊗σ−1
as one can check from the definitions that j(α˜′) = j(α˜)′. Hence fEF,c˜(α) = f
E
F,c˜′(α) as required. 
This competes the proof of Theorem 5.1. 
We end this section by studying the properties of the F -plectic universal Taniyama element fEF as we
vary the fields F and E.
Proposition 5.5. Let F ⊂ Q be a totally real number field and E ⊂ Q be CM, Galois over Q and containing
F . Then:
(i) If F ⊂ F ′ ⊂ E is totally real then the maps fEF and f
E
F ′ fit into a commutative diagram
AutF (F ⊗Q E
ab)
fEF−−−−→ SEF (AE,f )/S
E
F (AE,f )y diag y
AutF ′(F
′ ⊗Q E
ab)
fE
F ′−−−−→ SEF ′(AE,f )/S
E
F ′(AE,f )
where diag denotes the diagonal morphism SEF → S
E
F ′ induced by the natural surjection ΣF ′ ։ ΣF .
(ii) Let u ∈ ΓQ and F
′ = u(F ) ⊂ Q. The maps fEF and f
E
F ′ fit into a commutative diagram
4:
AutF (F ⊗Q E
ab)
fEF−−−−→ SEF (AE,f )/S
E
F (AE,f )
[u]
y yu∗
AutF ′(F
′ ⊗Q E
ab)
fE
F ′−−−−→ SEF ′(AE,f )/S
E
F ′(AE,f )
where the map u∗ on the right hand side is induced by the bijection ΣF ′ → ΣF given by j
′ 7→ j = j′ ◦ u|F .
Proof. The inclusion AutF (F ⊗Q E
ab) →֒ AutF ′(F
′ ⊗Q E
ab) corresponds to the natural inclusion of plectic
groups. Let α be an element of ΓEab/Q#ΓEab/F ⊂ ΓEab/Q#ΓEab/F ′ and α˜ be a lift of α to an element of
WE/Q,f#WE/F,f , which can view as a subgroup of WE/Q,f#WE/F ′,f . By definition we have f
E
F (α) equal
to the image of (hσ−1 (j(α˜)))j⊗σ under TF⊗E ։ S
E
F . Similarly f
E
F ′(α) is the image of (hσ−1(j
′(α˜)))j′⊗σ
under TF ′⊗E ։ S
E
F ′ and, as α˜ lies in the subgroup WE/Q,f#WE/F ′,f , the image of α˜ under j
′ only depends
on j′|F . Hence f
E
F ′(α) is equal to the image of (hσ−1(j
′|F (α˜)))j′⊗σ under TF⊗E ։ S
E
F which is precisely
diag (fEF (α)).
To prove (ii) recall that for α ∈ ΓEab/Q#ΓEab/F by definition f
E
F (α) is the image of (hσ−1(j(α˜)))j⊗σ
where j(α˜) means [v˜]α˜ and v˜ ∈ WE/Q,f is such that v|F = j. Similarly for α
′ ∈ ΓEab/Q#ΓEab/F ′ then
fEF ′(α
′) is the image of (hσ−1(j
′(α˜′)))j′⊗σ where j
′(α˜′) means [w˜]α˜′ and w˜ ∈ WE/Q,f is such that w|F ′ = j
′.
The map u∗ on the right hand side of the diagram sends [j
′ ⊗ σ] 7→ [j ⊗ σ] where j = j′ ◦ u|F . The map
4Throughout this paper we have taken our totally real field F to be an embedded subfield of Q. Although this simplifies the
exposition, it is not necessary. Indeed, by Proposition 5.5(ii), if F is any abstract totally real field and E ⊂ Q is CM, Galois
over Q and splits F then the composite
fEF : AutF (F ⊗E
ab)
j
−→ Autj(F )(j(F )⊗E
ab)
fEj(F )
−−−−→ SEj(F )(AE,f )/S
E
j(F )(AE,f )
j−1
−−−→ SEF (AE,f )/S
E
F (E)
is independent of the choice of embedding j : F →֒ E and so defines a canonical F -plectic universal Taniyama element.
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[u] : AutF (F ⊗QE
ab)→ AutF ′(F
′⊗Q E
ab) on the left hand side is induced by [u˜] on plectic groups, and the
j′ ⊗ σ component of fEF ′([u˜]α˜) can be computed as
hσ−1(j
′([u˜]α˜)) = hσ−1([w˜][u˜]α˜) = hσ−1([w˜u˜]α˜) = hσ−1(j(α˜))
as wu|F = j if w|F ′ = j
′ = j ◦ u|−1F . 
Proposition 5.6. Fix F and suppose E′ ⊃ E is also CM and Galois over Q. There is a commutative
diagram
AutF (F ⊗Q E
′ab)
fE
′
F−−−−→ SE
′
F (AE′,f )/S
E′
F (E
′)y yNE′/E
AutF (F ⊗Q E
ab)
fEF−−−−→ SEF (AE′,f )/S
E
F (E
′)
where here we are viewing SEF (AE,f )/S
E
F (E) as a subset of S
E
F (AE′,f )/S
E
F (E
′)
Proof. In terms of plectic groups, we need to show that we have a commutative diagram
ΓE′ab/Q#ΓE′ab/F
fE
′
F−−−−→ SE
′
F (AE′,f)/S
E′
F (E
′)y yNE′/E
ΓEab/Q#ΓEab/F
fEF−−−−→ SEF (AE′,f)/S
E
F (E
′)
where the left hand map is the natural surjection induced by ΓE′ab/Q ։ ΓEab/Q.
To this end let WQ ⊃ WE ⊃ WE′ be the relevant Weil groups and let WE/Q = WQ/[WE ,WE ] and
WE′/Q = WQ/[WE′ ,WE′ ]. We set G to be WE′/Q,f , H to be WE′/E,f and H
′ =WE′/E′,f = A
×
E′,f/E
′×, and
can identify WE/Q,f with G/[H,H ]. We are in the setting of Proposition 2.3 and in that notation we have
X = G/H = ΓE/Q and X
′ = G/H ′ = ΓE′/Q and we set Y = H/H
′. The transfer map
VerE′/E : H
ab = A×E,f/E
× → H ′ ab = H = A×E′,f/E
′ ×
associated to the inclusion H ′ ⊂ H is just the obvious inclusion A×E,f/E
× →֒ A×E′,f/E
′ × (see [10], §1).
Our fixed map iv : WC/R → WQ gives us an element c˜ ∈ WE/Q,f lifting complex conjugation c ∈ ΓE′/Q
and whose image in WE/Q (which we’ll denote c˜) does likewise for E. If we pick coset representatives wσ for
H in G such that for each σ ∈ ΓE/Q we have wcσ = c˜wσ and any set sy for y ∈ Y of coset representatives
for H ′ ⊂ H then
• The set {wσ′} = {wσsy : σ ∈ ΓE/Q, y ∈ Y } give a set of coset representatives for H
′ in G satisfying
the relevant criterion for c˜ (indeed wcσsy = c˜wσsy).
• The the images wσ in WE/Q,f = G/[H,H ] give a set of coset representatives for WE/E,f = A
×
E,f/E
×
in WE/Q,f such that wcσ = c˜wσ.
By definition for ΓE′ab/Q#ΓE′ab/F we have f
E′
F (α) equal to the image of (hσ′(j(α˜)))j⊗σ′−1 ∈
∏
j⊗σ′ A
×
E′,f/E
′×
under TF⊗E ։ S
E′
F . The map NE′/E sends [j ⊗ σ] 7→
∑
σ′|E=σ
[j ⊗ σ′] and hence by Proposition 2.3 (we’re
using that j(α˜) ∈ G#H ⊂ G#H ′ as j(F ) ⊂ E ⊂ E′) the (j ⊗ σ−1) component of NE′/E ◦ f
E′
F (α) is equal to∏
σ′|E=σ
hσ′(j(α˜)) =
∏
σ′|E=σ
hσ′(j(α˜)) =
∏
y∈Y
s−1hj,σyhj,σsy ∈ A
×
E′,f/E
′×
where hj,σ = hσ(j(α˜)) ∈ H = WE′/E,f . But this right hand side is precisely VerE′/E hj,σ, where hj,σ is the
image of hj,σ in H
ab = A×E,f/E
× and we have already remarked that VerE′/E is identified with the inclusion
A×E,f/E
× →֒ A×E′,f/E
′×. The result then follows since if we let α ∈ ΓEab/Q#ΓEab/F be the reduction
of α then the (j ⊗ σ−1) component of fEF (α) (computed with the coset representatives wσ) is given by
hj,σ = hσ(j(α˜)) ∈ A
×
E,f/E
×. 
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6. A plectic Taniyama group
The data of Langlands’ universal Taniyama element fE : ΓEab/Q → S
E(AE,f )/S
E(E) (for E ⊂ Q a CM
number field which is Galois over Q) is equivalent to the data of the level E Taniyama group
1→ SE → T E → ΓEab/Q → 1
together with its continuous finite-adelic splitting sE : ΓEab/Q → T
E(AQ,f ). This is a special case of the
following more general formalism:
Proposition 6.1. Let S be any torus split over a Galois extension E/Q and Γ a profinite group. Suppose
we are given an ‘algebraic’ action Γ→ Aut(S) which factors through a finite quotient of Γ and an extension
1→ S → T → Γ→ 1
inducing the given algebraic action of Γ on S together with a continuous finite-adelic splitting s : Γ →
T (AQ,f). Pick a section a : Γ → T/E that is a morphism of pro-algebraic varieties (this exists as S is split
over E), and define
b(γ) = s(γ)a(γ)−1 ∈ S(AE,f)
for γ in Γ. The induced map
b : Γ→ S(AE,f)/S(E)
i.e. γ 7→ s(γ)a(γ)−1 mod S(E), is independent of the choice of a and satisfies the following three properties:
(1) b is a cocycle for the algebraic action of Γ on S(AE,f )/S(E), i.e. for all γ1, γ2 ∈ Γ we have
b(γ1γ2) = b(γ1) · γ1 ⋆ b(γ2)
where ⋆ denotes the given algebraic action
(2) b lands in the Galois invariant part [S(AE,f )/S(E)]
Gal(E/Q)
⊂ S(AE,f )/S(E)
(3) b admits a continuous lift to a map b : Γ→ S(AE,f ) such that
(γ1, γ2) 7→ dγ1,γ2 := b(γ1) · γ1 ⋆ b(γ2) · b(γ1γ2)
−1 ∈ S(E) ⊂ S(Af,E)
is locally constant
Conversely any map b : Γ → S(AE,f )/S(E) satisfying (1), (2) and (3) arises from a unique extension of Γ
by S (together with a continuous finite-adelic splitting).
Proof. This is proven in [5] Proposition 2.7 for Γ = ΓEab/Q acting on S = S
E by the algebraic action defined
in §4. However, as noticed by Fargues [2] and Nekova´rˇ [6], the argument is not specific to that case. 
In the above setting, if S′ is another torus split by E and S → S′ is any homomorphism then the
extension defined by the composite map Γ
b
−→ S(AE,f )/S(E) −→ S
′(AE,f )/S
′(E) is just the push forward
of T via S → S′. Similarly the pull back of T via a homomorphism Γ′ → Γ corresponds to the composite
Γ′ → Γ
b
−→ S(AE,f )/S(E) (see [2], §9).
Example. Let E ⊂ Q be a CM field which is Galois over Q. Under Proposition 6.1, Langlands’ level E
Taniyama extension
1→ SE → T E → ΓEab/Q → 1
corresponds to the map b
E
: g 7→ fE(g−1)−1, which can be checked to satisfy the properties (1), (2) and (3).
Previously, Serre [9] had constructed an extension
1→ SE → ǫE → ΓabE → 1
together with a continuous finite-adelic splitting which was related to the theory of algebraic Hecke characters.
Under Proposition 6.1 this corresponds to the homomorphism
NE : ΓabE
art−1E−−−−→ A×E,f/E
× µ
E
−−→ SE(AE,f )/SE(E)
NE/Q
−−−→ SE(AQ,f )/S
E(Q)
One can check from the definition that fE|ΓabE = N
E, i.e. the Serre extension is the pull back of the
Taniyama extension via ΓabE →֒ ΓEab/Q. Similarly, if F ⊂ E is totally real and g = (gj)j∈ΣF lies in the
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subgroup ΓΣF
Eab/E
⊂ AutF (F ⊗Q E
ab) then αg : ΓEab/Q → ΓEab/Q is the bijection given by left multiplication
by gj on {g ∈ ΓEab/Q : g|F = j}. If we let N
E
F denote the componentwise map
NEF = (N
E , . . . , NE) : ΓΣF
Eab/E
→ SEF (AQ,f )/S
E
F (Q)
one can check straight from the definition that if g ∈ ΓΣF
Eab/E
then fEF (g) = N
E
F (g).
From now on we place ourselves in the setting of §5. Fix a total real field F ⊂ Q and let E ⊂ Q be a CM
field which is Galois over Q and contains F . In §4 we defined an algebraic action of AutF (F ⊗Q E
ab) on SEF
via the quotient AutF (F ⊗Q E
ab)։ AutF (F ⊗Q E) and in §5 we constructed an F -plectic analogue
fEF : AutF (F ⊗Q E
ab)→ SEF (AE,f)/S
E
F (E)
of Langlands’ universal Taniyama element. The main theorem of this section asserts that this map defines
an F -plectic analogue of the level E Taniyama extension:
Theorem 6.2. There exists a unique extension
1→ SEF → T
E
F → AutF (F ⊗ E
ab)→ 1
together with a continuous finite-adelic splitting sEF : AutF (F ⊗ E
ab) → T EF (AQ,f ) giving rise to the map
b
E
F : AutF (F ⊗Q E
ab)→ SEF (AE,f )/S
E
F (E) defined by g 7→ f
E
F (g
−1)−1.
Proof. In order to prove Theorem 6.2 we need to establish that b
E
F satisfies properties (1), (2) and (3) of
Proposition 6.1. The following proposition handles property (1):
Proposition 6.3. For g1, g2 ∈ AutF (F ⊗Q E
ab) we have
fEF (g1g2) = g
−1
2 ⋆ f
E
F (g1) · f
E
F (g2)
Proof. Let α1 and α2 be the images of g1 and g2 under the canonical isomorphism AutF (F ⊗Q E
ab)
∼
−→
ΓEab/Q#ΓEab/F . The algebraic action of any α ∈ ΓEab/Q#ΓEab/F on the product
∏
j⊗σ A
×
E,f/E
× maps
(ej⊗σ)j⊗σ 7→ (ej,σj(α))j⊗σ where σj(α) = (j(α)
−1(σ−1))−1. We deduce that α−12 ⋆ f
E
F (α1) is the image of
(w−1j(α1)j(α2)σ−1 · j(α˜1)(wj(α2)σ−1))j⊗σ under TF⊗E ։ S
E
F . Hence α
−1
2 ⋆ f
E
F (α1) · f
E
F (α2) is the image of
(w−1j(α1)j(α2)σ−1 · j(α˜1)(wj(α2)σ−1) · w
−1
j(α2)σ−1
· j(α˜2)(wσ−1 ))j⊗σ
under TF⊗E ։ S
E
F . But equally we can write j(α˜1α˜2)(wσ−1 ) as j(α˜1)(wj(α2)σ−1 · w
−1
j(α2)σ−1
· j(α˜2)(wσ−1 ))
which equals j(α˜1)(wj(α2)σ−1)·w
−1
j(α2)σ−1
·j(α˜2)(wσ−1 ) as w
−1
j(α2)σ−1
j(α˜2)(wσ−1 ) ∈ A
×
E,f/E
×. Hence fEF (α1α2)
is also the image of
(w−1j(α1α2)σ−1 · j(α˜1)(wj(α2)σ−1) · w
−1
j(α2)σ−1
· j(α˜2)(wσ−1 ))j⊗σ
under TF⊗E ։ S
E
F and we conclude that f
E
F (α1α2) = α
−1
2 ⋆ f
E
F (α1) · f
E
F (α2). 
It follows immediately from the above proposition that b
E
F satisfies property (1) of Proposition 6.1. On
the other hand property (2) follows immediately from Proposition 5.3. Therefore, it only remains to prove:
Proposition 6.4. There is a continuous map bEF : AutF (F⊗E
ab)→ SEF (AE,f ) lifting b
E
F : AutF (F⊗E
ab)→
SEF (AE,f )/S
E
F (E) such that the map
(g1, g2) 7→ dg1,g2 := b
E
F (g1) · g1 ⋆ b
E
F (g2) · b
E
F (g1g2)
−1 ∈ SEF (E) ⊂ S
E
F (AE,f )
is locally constant.
Proof. In [5], it is shown that there is a finite abelian extension E′/E and a continuous homomorphism
b : ΓEab/E′ → S
E(AQ,f ) fitting in a diagram
1 −−−−→ ΓEab/E′ −−−−→ ΓEab/E −−−−→ ΓE′/E −−−−→ 1
b
y NEy
SE(AQ,f ) −−−−→ S
E(AQ,f )/S
E(Q)
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The map (b, . . . , b) : ΓΣF
Eab/E′
→ SEF (AQ,f ) ⊂ S
E
F (AE,f ) can be extended to a continuous map b
E
F : AutF (F ⊗
Eab) → SEF (AE,f ) lifting b
E
F by, for example, picking coset representatives (see [5], §2.10). This b
E
F satisfies
the condition of the proposition as when restricted to the open subgroup ΓΣF
Eab/E′
(which acts trivially) it is
a homomorphism. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 6.2. 
Finally we can construct the full F -plectic Taniyama group. It follows from Proposition 5.6 and Propo-
sition 6.1 that whenever E ⊂ E′ we have a transition map T E
′
F → T
E
F which sits in a diagram
1 −−−−→ SE
′
F −−−−→ T
E′
F −−−−→ AutF (F ⊗ E
′ab) −−−−→ 1
NE′/E
y y y
1 −−−−→ SEF −−−−→ T
E
F −−−−→ AutF (F ⊗ E
ab) −−−−→ 1
and respects the finite-adelic splittings. We can pull back each extension T EF by AutF (F⊗QQ)։ AutF (F⊗Q
Eab), and in the limit we obtain an extension of the form
1→ SF → TF → AutF (F ⊗Q Q)→ 1
together with a continuous finite-adelic splitting sF : AutF (F ⊗Q Q) → TF (AQ,f ), where here SF denotes
the F -plectic Serre group SΣF . When F = Q this is precisely the definition of Langlands’ Taniyama group
T . Moreover, Proposition 5.5 ensures that the construction is functorial in F . A map F → F ′ of totally real
fields induces a homomorphism TF → TF ′ restricting to the natural map on Serre groups and inducing the
inclusion AutF (F ⊗Q) →֒ AutF ′(F
′⊗Q). In particular, there is a canonical homomorphism from Langlands’
Taniyama group T to the the F -plectic Taniyama group TF for any totally real number field F .
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